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CONTRACT UAA-08 : Design Validation and Construction of Underground Station Boxes D-Wall at Sir Thiyagaraya College, Korukkupet Stations and
associated Cut -Cover and Bored TBM Tunnels

Pre Bid Meeting Dated 12th January 2016
MINUTES OF MEETING

Sl. No. Queries raised by Tenderers Reply by CMRL
1. Cut and Cover scope not clear from drawings. The launching shaft at Washermanpet station has

to be built by cut and cover technique and
backfilled after completion of works.

2. The tenderers asked will there be any site visit? It can be arranged after 18-01-2016.
3. In whose scope will be the demolition of building at Sir Thiyagaraya Station location? Demolition of existing building within work area

shall be done by the contractor at his cost.
4. Traffic Diversion at Korukkupet station not clear. Details to be provided through Addendum-1.
5. After retrieval of the TBM whether the retrieval shaft shall be backfilled or remain as it is. The contractor need to leave the retrieval shaft as

it is with all retention system in place.
6. What will be the date of submitting the second stage of queries, which will be there after

official site visit?
Last date of submission will be 12:00 hrs 20-01-

2016.
7. What will be the procedure to take care of Design changes after Tender stage? Baseline quantities have been provided in Tender

documents, and variations whether positive or
negative will be based on the difference in
quantities and rates as per the quoted rates.

8. Variation related with the depth of grabbing for Diaphragm wall The depth of D-wall has already been designed, if
there is any design change it will be as per item 7
above.

9. Can Contractor go for Design optimisation? No. Design is in the scope of DDC.
10. Why the project can’t be an EPC/Design Build project? Timelines for the project don’t permit.

11. In the Price Schedule there are some Lumpsum items (Price Schedule G and H), What
about the variations associated with these schedules?

No variation in these schedule is expected.

12. Definition of “Design Validation” needs to be provided. The contractor has to validate the design and
drawings from constructability point of view. The
Permanent work design responsibility shall
remain with DDC.
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13. It is not clear when CMRL is expecting the station contractor to be on board, because their
retention money will be retained by CMRL until completion of station box excavation.

Parallelly the station contractor will be selected
through a separate tender process. The withheld
amount (10%) will be retained upto the contract
period or upto the time of excavation by the
station contractor whichever is earlier. However,
the retention money can be released on
production of bank guarantee in case of undue
delay. Please refer addendum for details.

14. Key Date 2 (KD2) related to Launching of TBM to be changed from 6 months to 9 months. Not agreed.
15. When the land for casting yard will be made available? Clarified that Contractor has to identify the land

and factor the price in his bid.
If CMRL provides the land at a later date it will be
on monthly payment basis, and contractor is free
to accept or reject the offer.

16. The location of dumping yard for muck disposal is not clear.
CMRL will identify the muck disposal location and
payment to contractor will be through an item to
be added in the BOQ in Addendum.  The
measurement of excavation quantity shall be
based on the design drawings.

17. Existing Building Survey (EBS) data needs to be provided. Available information will be provided through
Addendum.

18. Temporary work land is not mentioned in drawings. Temporary work area plan will be provided
through Addendum. If any additional land is
required then contractor has to arrange it on his
own.

19. Only five Boreholes have been provided for TBM stretch, more Bore holes are required. Seismic Refraction Survey has already been
provided to help the tenderer. Additional
Borehole data will be provided in the Addendum
or earlier for information only. However, the
contractor shall carry out additional boreholes
along tunnel alignment from constructability
point of view.
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20. In this tender the calculation of escalation is mentioned be on 70% of the work done,
Whereas in other contracts of CMRL it is on 85% of the work done.

For this contract also it will be amended to 85%.
The relevant Clause will be modified in the
Addendum.

21. Query about payment during extended time period of the contract. It will be addressed in the addendum.
22. Delay of work in obtaining permission from other government departments. Contractor has to obtain all the permissions well

in advance, CMRL will be providing necessary
assistance.

23. TBM is passing below Railway line near Washermanpet. Who will be responsible for
obtaining permission from Railways?

Contractor has to obtain all the permissions well
in advance, CMRL will be providing necessary
assistance.

24. Minimum amount of Interim Payment Certificate (IPC) has been mentioned as 2% in
Section –VIII, Part-1 and 1% in Section-IV, Part-1.

It is clarified that IPC shall be paid at 1% of the
contract price. The relevant clause will be
amended in the Addendum.

25. Part-1, Section-III, Initial Filter, 2.4.2 (b) mentions specific experience of bored TBM tunnel
of 3 KM. Tenderers want relaxation on this criteria.

It will be considered and please see t he
addendum.

26. Part-1, Section-III, Initial Filter, 2.4.2 (a) mentions specific experience two similar contracts
with 80% completion. Please consider only D-Wall experience.

Since the contract is only for construction of D-
Wall the tenderer is required to provide a
certificate from the Client that at least D-Wall
work of similar depth has been completed.
The relevant clauses will be modified in the
Addendum.

27. Experience in TBM tunnelling only will be considered or Experience in Cut and cover and
NATM will also be considered?

Only experience in TBM tunnel along with Cross
Passages (NATM etc) shall be considered.

28. Any changes in Taxation shall be compensated by CMRL. Clause exists in the bid documents for any future
changes in taxation.

29. Meaning of “Legally bound” in JV, whether notarised JV agreement on stamp paper will be
sufficient?

Notarised JV agreement on stamp paper will be
sufficient for the purpose of bidding. However the
successful JV has to legally register with prior
approval of CMRL.

30. Whether payment will be made for TBM drive through Sir Thiyagaraya Station. Yes.
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31. Availability of land for launching shaft near Washermanpet station including demolition of
Railway properties.

Site will be made available to the contractor
within one month after award of work.
Demolition of existing building within work area
shall be done by the contractor at his cost.

32. TBM Tunnelling: Payment for twin tunnel or single tunnel Each single tunnel shall be measured in running
meters.

33. Bid Security Amount written as INR 8.08 Crores in figures and Rupees Seven Crores Thirty
Lakhs only in words.

It will be corrected in the Addendum.

34. Bid opening date Considered and extended upto 11-02-2016,
Please refer Addendum.

35 Payment for Variation items shall be paid as per TN PWD Schedule of Rates 2015/DSR
2015. Whether cost index will be added over the respective Schedules.

Variation will be paid as per the accepted rate for
that item. Please refer Addendum for details.

Sd/-

CGM (UG-Construction)

CMRL
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